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A simultaneous attack mission requires the entry vehicle to be
capable of controlling the terminal time. To satisfy the terminal time
constraint and meanwhile to cooperate with the previous longitudinal
guidance algorithms, a lateral entry guidance method is developed
using a closed-loop trajectory predictor for the terminal time, a bank
reversal logic based on a double-corridor strategy, and a terminal time
determination approach. The double-corridor contains a time error
corridor used to activate the modification of the terminal time, and
an adjustable heading corridor, when activated, used to reduce the
terminal time error. The desired terminal time is calculated according
to a feasibility index, which describes the tolerance of aerodynamic
dispersions. The simulations of a time constrained entry flight show
that the lateral guidance method can achieve a high accuracy of the ter-
minal time control while satisfying the conventional entry constraints.
The advantage of the desired terminal time given by the feasibility
index is also demonstrated.
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I. INTRODUCTION

With the aid of aerodynamic forces, an entry vehicle is
able to perform a gliding trajectory in the near-space and
complete a global attack. The success of an entry flight is
guaranteed by an advanced guidance system. During the
past decades, excellent works have been done for the entry
guidance to improve the accuracy, reliability, and adaptivity
[1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6]. To date, the essential requirements
for traditional landing guidance are almost fulfilled, which
is also indicated by the successful flight of some entry
vehicles [7]. In such case, more and more attentions are
paid to the penetration capability of target reconnaissance
[8], [9], threat avoidance [10], [11], and cooperative attack
[12], [13].

A cooperative attack mission requires multiple entry
vehicles to cooperate in time (e.g., reach the terminal zone
simultaneously) or space (e.g., reach the terminal zone from
various directions [14]). To achieve a simultaneous attack,
the entry vehicle is required to be capable of controlling
the terminal time. As remote communication among multi-
ple entry vehicles is too difficult to achieve, each vehicle
is expected to fly independently and reach the terminal
zone at a preset time. Thus, the terminal time constraint
becomes necessary to be considered on the basis of conven-
tional constraints. The conventional entry constraints refer
to path constraints (e.g., heating rate, aerodynamic load,
and dynamic pressure) and terminal condition constraints
(e.g., altitude, velocity, and range-to-go). The terminal time
constraint, which is ignored in previous works, would make
the design of entry guidance more challenging.

The terminal time constrained guidance, also known as
the impact time control guidance, has been addressed for
missiles in the homing phase [15], [16], [17], [18], [19],
[20]. In [15], [16], [17], and [18], the guidance command is
designed by the combination of a proportional navigation
guidance part and a feedback part of the impact time. In
[19] and [20], the impact time is achieved by tracking a
desired time-to-go variable using the sliding mode control.
These approaches, although performs well in the impact
time control, are not applicable to entry vehicles due to the
following reasons. First, the nonlinear forms such as the lift
and drag cannot be ignored for the entry dynamics. Second,
the assumption of the constant speed is invalid for entry ve-
hicles without propulsive force. Third, the velocity heading
angle is hard to be accurately controlled for entry vehicles
which use a bank-to-turn mode. In [21], an impact time
control method using a numerical time-to-go prediction is
developed for a hypersonic vehicle. This method, although
performs well in the terminal phase, is not applicable to the
entry phase with multiple path constraints. Another issue for
the cooperative attack is the determination of the desired
terminal time. The terminal time for missiles only has a
lower boundary, which relates to the initial range-to-go
and the constant velocity [16], [17], [19]. In contrast, the
terminal time for entry vehicles without propulsive force
must take the upper boundary into account.
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An ideal approach for the terminal time constraint of
entry vehicles should be developed under the frame of typi-
cal entry guidance methods, which consist of a longitudinal
guidance algorithm and a lateral guidance logic. In [12],
a trajectory planning is proposed for the cooperative flight
of two entry vehicles. The terminal time, which relates to
the vehicle’s lateral maneuver, is considered in the lateral
guidance logic. Results show that the heading error corridor
is able to control the terminal time error as well. In [22] and
[23], the terminal time is handled by the longitudinal pro-
file planning. However, the highly constrained longitudinal
profile of an entry vehicle is undesirable to be frequently
modified onboard, and moreover, the real-time performance
of the planning algorithm cannot be guaranteed. In [24],
an analytical solution using the quasi-equilibrium glide
condition is proposed to estimate the terminal time, and
the bank angle is modified to eliminate the time error.
As modifications of the bank angle affect the longitudinal
profile, the control of the terminal time would result in a
large terminal velocity error. Therefore, the terminal time
constraint is more suitable to be considered in the lateral
guidance logic than the longitudinal guidance algorithm.

In this article, the terminal time constraint is considered
together with the heading error constraint, and a lateral
entry guidance logic based on double-corridor is developed.
The inner one, a time error corridor, is used to activate the
modification of the outer one, an adjustable heading error
corridor, which is used to eliminate the predicted terminal
time error. The adjustable heading error corridor is designed
using a fractional-order function with a single adjustable
parameter. The corridor can limit the heading error, and
meanwhile, adjust to eliminate the terminal time error given
by a closed-loop predictor. The determination of the desired
terminal time is also investigated. In contrast to [12] that
uses the average value of the minimum and maximum
feasible time, we configure the desired time according to
an index, which represents the feasibility of the terminal
time under dispersions. The proposed guidance method is
verified by numerical simulations, and the performance of
the configured desired time is assessed by comparisons. The
main contributions of this article are summarized as follows:

1) A novel lateral guidance method is developed un-
der the typical entry guidance frame to control the
entry terminal time. Compared with the previous ap-
proaches [22], [23], [24], the lateral guidance method
has an advantage in cooperating with most of the
previous longitudinal entry guidance algorithms [1],
[6], [25], [26], [27], [28].

2) The proposed lateral guidance logic using a double-
corridor can control both the heading error and the
time error, while the previous lateral guidance logic
only considers the heading error (or crossrange) [1],
[27], [29]. Moreover, the double-corridor uses a low
update rate for onboard modification, which ensures
a good computational performance.

3) A novel method is proposed for the determination of
desired terminal time. Compared with the average

value of the minimum and maximum feasible time
[12], the terminal time given by the feasibility index
is more achievable for entry flights with uncertain-
ties.

The rest of this article is organized as follows. In Sec-
tion II, the entry guidance problem is formulated. In Sec-
tion III, the lateral entry guidance method with the terminal
time constraint is developed. Section IV verifies the effec-
tiveness of the guidance method and the advantage of the
terminal time determination approach. Finally, Section V
concludes this article.

II. ENTRY GUIDANCE PROBLEM

A. Dynamics

With time as the independent variable, the three-
dimensional point-mass dynamics of an entry vehicle over
a rotating spherical earth are [30]

dr

dt
= v sin γ (1)

dv

dt
= − D

m
− g sin γ + ω2r cosφ

(
sin γ cosφ

− cos γ sin φ cosψ
)

(2)

dγ

dt
= 1

v

[
L cos σ

m
− gcos γ + v2 cos γ

r
+ 2ωv cosφ sinψ

+ ω2r cosφ(cos γ cosφ + sin γ sin φ cosψ )

]
(3)

dθ

dt
= v cos γ sinψ

r cosφ
(4)

dφ

dt
= v cos γ cosψ

r
(5)

dψ

dt
= 1

v

[
L sin σ

m cos γ
+v2 cos γ sinψ tan φ

r

− 2ωv(tan γ cosφ cosψ − sin φ)

+ ω2r

cos γ
sin φ cosφ sinψ

]
(6)

where t is the flight time, r is the radial distance from the
Earth center to the vehicle, v is the velocity magnitude, γ is
the flight-path angle, θ is the longitude, φ is the latitude, ψ
is the velocity heading angle, σ is the bank angle, ω is the
earth self-rotation rate, m is the vehicle mass, and g is the
gravitational acceleration. The lift force L and drag force D
are given by

{
L = 1

2ρv2SACL

D = 1
2ρv2SACD

(7)

where ρ is the atmospheric density, SA is the reference area,
CL is the lift coefficient, and CD is the drag coefficient.
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B. Constraints

During the entry flight, the typical path constraints are⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

Q = KQρ
0.5v3.15 ≤ Qmax

n =
√

L2+D2

m ≤ nmax

q̄ = 0.5ρv2 ≤ q̄max

(8)

where Qmax is the maximum heating rate, nmax is the
maximum aerodynamic load, q̄max is the maximum dynamic
pressure, and KQ is a constant.

The entry phase ends at the terminal interface with the
range-to-go trigger. Let sf be the radius of the terminal zone,
i.e., the desired range-to-go. The terminal constraints are
[10]

v(s f ) = v f (9)

h(s f ) = h f (10)∣∣	ψ (s f )
∣∣ ≤ 	ψ f (11)

where hf and vf are the desired terminal altitude and ve-
locity, respectively. The heading error	ψ is defined as the
error between the heading angle and the line-of-sight angle
toward the target, and 	ψ f is the allowable value at the
terminal interface. The range-to-go from the vehicle to the
target is computed using the great-circle distance

s = REarccos
[
cosφ cosφT cos(θ − θT ) + sin φ sin φT

]
(12)

where the constant RE is the radius of the earth, and θT and
φT are the longitude and latitude of the target, respectively.

In addition to the traditional terminal constraints, the
terminal time constraint is expressed as

t (s f ) = t f (13)

where t f is the desired terminal time.

III. LATERAL ENTRY GUIDANCE METHOD

A. Guidance Strategy

The entry vehicle needs to be delivered to the terminal
zone with the constraints in (8)–(11) and (13) satisfied. The
path constraint in (8) can be considered in the longitudinal
profile planning before the entry starts. Then, during the
entry flight, (9) and (10) can be handled by a tracking law
for the longitudinal profile which satisfies (8), and (11) can
be handled by the lateral guidance logic using a heading
error corridor [1]. Then, the main issue is the time constraint
in (13).

The differential equation for the range-to-go is given by
[31]

ds

dt
= −vR0 cos γ cos	ψ

r
. (14)

With the range-to-go as the independent variable, we
have

dt

ds
= − r

vR0 cos γ cos	ψ
. (15)

Integrating (15) yields

t = t0 + 1

R0

∫ s0

s

r

v cos γ cos	ψ
ds. (16)

In (16), r, v, and γ belong to the longitudinal state,
which would follow a reference profile under a tracking
law. In such case, the flight time mainly relates to the
heading error 	ψ . Therefore, the terminal time can be
considered together with the heading angle in the lateral
guidance logic and handled by the heading error corridor.
Then, the guidance strategy is using a tracking law for the
predesigned longitudinal profile, and an adjustable heading
error corridor for the lateral guidance. In this article, the
classical linear quadratic regulator is used as the tracking
law, which is given by [10], [31]

	u = K(s)	X (17)

where 	u = [	σ , 	α]T is the adjustment of the bank
angle and the angle of attack, and 	X = [	r, 	v, 	γ ]T

is the tracking error of the longitudinal states. The feedback
matrix K(s) is solved offline based on the Algebraic Riccati
equation, and scheduled onboard with respect to the range-
to-go s [31]. With the reference profiles and modifications,
the guidance commands are{

α = αref +	α

σ = (|σref| +	σ )sgnσ
(18)

where αref and σ ref are the reference guidance commands
corresponding to the longitudinal profile, and sgn σ is the
sign of the bank angle given by the lateral guidance logic.

B. Closed-Loop Predictor for Terminal Time

Given the control variables, the entry trajectory can be
predicted by numerically integrating the flight dynamics.
The integration stops at the terminal interface according
to the range-to-go. Then, the predicted terminal time is
obtained, which is expressed as

tp = P
(
Y, f (Y), u, s f

)
(19)

where Y = [r, v, γ , θ , φ, ψ]T is the flight states, f (Y) is
the flight dynamics given by (1)–(6), and u = [σ , α]T is the
bank angle and the angle of attack.

For the conventional predictor-corrector algorithms
widely used for the longitudinal guidance, the predictor
outputs the predicted terminal state corresponding to the
current control profiles, while the corrector adjusts the
control profiles according to the error between the predicted
and desired terminal states (in most cases, only the bank
profile is adjusted). The control profiles determined by the
corrector are not modified during the trajectory integration,
i.e., an open-loop predictor is used. In this article, to get
an accurately predicted trajectory, the control profiles used
by the trajectory predictor should be consistent with that
used during the actual flight. Therefore, the control profiles
need to be modified during the trajectory prediction, and a
closed-loop predictor is required.

For the closed-loop predictor, the modification of the
control profiles is similar to the tracking law in (17), which
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is given by

	up = K(s)	X p (20)

where	up is the modification of the control variables (i.e.,
the bank angle and the angle of attack) during the trajectory
prediction, 	Xp is the state error between the predicted
and reference trajectories, and the feedback matrix K(s)
is the same as that in (17). With the modification of the
control variables, the terminal time given by the closed-loop
predictor is

tp = P
(
Y , f (Y ), uref +	up, s f

)
(21)

where uref = [αref, σ ref] is the reference control variable.
Note that to improve the accuracy of the predictor,

the onboard estimation and correction method in [32] is
employed in calculating the lift and drag accelerations.

C. Terminal Time Control Using Double-Corridor

To adjust the terminal time while avoiding frequent bank
reversals, a lateral guidance logic based on a double corridor
strategy is employed. The double-corridor contains an inner
corridor for time error and an outer corridor for heading
error. The inner corridor is used to activate the modification
of the outer corridor, which is used to eliminate the predicted
terminal time error. For simplification, the inner corridor
uses a constant time error boundary with the width denoted
by B1. Let tp be the predicted terminal time, and	tp be the
error between the predicted terminal time and the desired
one. The output of the inner corridor is

Mon =
{

0,
∣∣	tp

∣∣ ≤ B1

1,
∣∣	tp

∣∣ > B1
(22)

where M on = 1 means that the modification of the outer cor-
ridor is activated in the current guidance cycle, while Mon

= 0 indicates that the outer corridor remains unchanged.
The bank reversal logic under the outer corridor (i.e.,

the heading error corridor) is

sgnσ =
⎧⎨
⎩

−1, if 	ψ > B2(v)
sgn(σp), if |	ψ | ≤ B2(v)

1, if 	ψ < −B2(v)
(23)

where σ p is the bank angle command in the previous guid-
ance cycle, and B2(v) is the corridor boundary. The corridor
in previous work [1], [27] is designed using a piecewise
linear function of the velocity. The piecewise corridor is
discrete and unsmooth, and thus is unsuitable to be adjusted
onboard. To get a smooth heading error corridor, and mean-
while reduce the number of parameters, a fractional-order
function is employed. The corridor boundary is expressed
as

B2(v) = B f + k(v − v1)1/4 − k
(
v f − v1

)1/4
(24)

where k ≥ 0 is a width factor, v1 is a specific velocity lower
than the terminal velocity vf, and Bf is the corridor boundary
value at vf. To satisfy the constraint in (11), we use

B f = η	ψ f (25)

where 0 < η < 1 is a predesigned parameter. Then, for
each value of k, the corridor boundary decreases with the
velocity and close up at a velocity lower than vf. Given v1
and η, the unique adjustable variable of the corridor is the
width factor. A larger width factor corresponds to a wider
corridor, which would result in larger heading errors. Thus,
according to (16), the width factor can be utilized for the
terminal time control.

In (22), for the case M on = 1, the width factor needs to
be adjusted to reduce the time error. Note that at different
velocity, the adjustment of the width factor would produce
different deviation of the corridor width. Thus, instead of
the width factor, the corridor width given by (24) is chosen
as the parameter to be adjusted. Let k(1) be the width factor
given by the previous modification cycle, b(1) be the corre-
sponding corridor width at the current velocity v, 	t (1)

p be
the predicted terminal time error, and	ψ (1)

p be the predicted
terminal heading error. Consider the case |	ψ (1)

p | ≤ 	ψ f .
The adjustment of corridor width only needs to meet the
terminal time requirement. To reduce the computational
cost, the adjustment is given by

b = b(2) − b(2) − b(1)

	t (2)
p −	t (1)

p

	t (2)
p (26)

where 	t (2)
p corresponds to b(2), which is set according to

the sign of 	t (1)
p

b(2) =
{

b(1) + δ, if	t (1)
p < 0

b(1) − δ, if	t (1)
p > 0

(27)

where δ is a small positive value.
In the case |	ψ (1)

p | ≥ 	ψ f (or |	ψ (2)
p | ≥ 	ψ f ), the

lateral trajectory is out of control, which indicates that
the corridor is too wide. In such case, a smaller width is
required, and the adjustment is simply given by

b = b(1) − δ. (28)

Then, the width factor is

k = b − B f

(v − v1)1/4 − (
v f − v1

)1/4 . (29)

Given the width factor, the heading error corridor is
updated and used for the lateral guidance logic to determine
the sign of the bank angle. Unlike the bank angle in con-
ventional predictor-corrector algorithms, the heading error
corridor affects the entry trajectory only when the heading
error reaches the corridor boundary. Thus, the adjustment
of the width factor is allowed to be completed in several
modification cycles. In each cycle, the modification of the
terminal time requires at most two numerically predicted
trajectories, which means that the guidance method would
not be time-consuming.

Note that the lateral guidance logic based on the heading
error corridor works in each guidance cycle together with
the longitudinal tracking law, while the adjustment of the
corridor works only in the modification cycle for the termi-
nal time. A wider modification cycle can further reduce the
computational cost.
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Fig. 1. Minimum and maximum terminal time under lift and
drag dispersions.

D. Desired Terminal Time Determination

Unlike the terminal altitude and velocity, the terminal
time is a relative index with respect to the initial time of
the entry flight. Given the initial time, there exists a feasible
interval of the terminal time. As the terminal time increases
with the width factor, the minimum and maximum values
are calculated by{

t∗
min = tp

∣∣
k=0

t∗
max = max

{
tp : k > 0,

∣∣	ψ (s f )
∣∣ ≤ 	ψ f

} (30)

where the minimum time t∗
min is obtained using the nar-

rowest corridor with k = 0, while the maximum time t∗
max

corresponding to a wider corridor and a stronger lateral
maneuver should guarantee the satisfaction of the terminal
heading constraint.

The minimum and maximum terminal time are both
calculated without the consideration of the aerodynamic
uncertainties. Therefore, in practice with aerodynamic un-
certainties, the feasibility cannot be guaranteed for each
value in the interval [t∗

min, t
∗
max]. The desired terminal time

is configured as the average value of t∗
min and t∗

max in [12].
However, the influence of the aerodynamic uncertainties on
the terminal time may not be symmetrical, which implies
that the average value may not be the best choice.

The main aerodynamic uncertainties are the lift disper-
sion (refers to uncertainties of the lift coefficient, the density,
and the mass) and the drag dispersion (refers to uncertainties
of the drag coefficient, the density, and the mass). Let 	L
be the lift dispersion with respect to the nominal value.
The minimum and maximum terminal time under the lift
dispersion are denoted by tmin(	L) and tmax(	L), respec-
tively. Similarly, for the drag dispersion 	D, the minimum
and maximum terminal time are denoted by tmin(	D) and
tmax(	D), respectively. The terminal time under the lift and
drag dispersions is illustrated in Fig. 1. The minimum time,
which is achieved by the narrowest corridor, increases with
the drag dispersion and decreases with the lift dispersion.
The maximum time relates to the vehicle’s lift-to-drag ratio,
and thus, increases with the lift dispersion and decreases
with the drag dispersion.

Let 	Dmax and 	Lmin be the maximum drag error and
the minimum lift error of the entry vehicle, respectively.
According to Fig. 1, for any t ∈ (t∗

min, t
∗
max), the tolerable

dispersion is constrained by tmin(	L), tmax(	L), tmin(	D),
tmax(	D),	Dmax, and	Lmin. Here, a dispersion is consid-
ered to be tolerable when the terminal errors (altitude error,
velocity error, and heading error) under this dispersion are
acceptable. Thus, there exists a dispersion interval where t
is feasible for the terminal time. The width of the interval
represents the tolerance level of the dispersion. Let	min(t)
and 	max(t) be the lower and upper boundaries of the
tolerable dispersion in Fig. 1. A feasibility index for the
terminal time can be defined as follows:

λ(t ) = 	max(t ) −	min(t ). (31)

Then, the optimal terminal time is configured by

t f = arg min
t

∣∣∣∣t − t∗
min + t∗

max

2

∣∣∣∣
s.t .λ(t ) = max {λ(t )} . (32)

Compared with the terminal time given by the average
value of the minimum and maximum feasible time, the
optimal terminal time takes the tolerance of aerodynamic
dispersions into account.

Note that calculation of the minimum and maximum
terminal time relates to the time adjustment approach based
on the heading error corridor. Nevertheless, the feasibility
index given by (31) is also applicable to other time con-
strained guidance problems.

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

A. Simulation Conditions

The verification of the proposed guidance method uses
the CAV-H model, which achieves the maximum lift-to-drag
ratio of 3.5 at Mach 10 with the angle of attack around 10°
(see [33] for details). The vehicle’s mass, the atmospheric
density, and the aerodynamic coefficients are modeled by⎧⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩
m = (1 +	m)m∗

ρ = (1 +	ρ )ρ∗

CL = (1 +	CL )C∗
L

CD = (1 +	CD)C∗
D

(33)

where 	m is the mass error, 	ρ is the density error, 	CL

is the lift coefficient error, and 	CD is the drag coefficient
error. The nominal mass is = 907.2 kg, and the nominal
density ρ∗ is given by the 1976 U.S. Standard Atmospheric.
The nominal lift coefficient C∗

L and drag coefficient C∗
D

can be found in [33]. In the nominal case, we set 	m
= 0, 	ρ = 0, 	CL = 0, and 	CD = 0. In each of the
dispersed cases, 	ρ uses a simple model in both biased
and altitude dependent fashions [34], and other parameters
are all assumed to be constants and take values from a
zero-mean Gaussian distribution. The three-sigma values
(i.e., three times the standard deviations) for	m,	CL, and
	CD are 3, 10, and 10%, respectively.
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TABLE I
Initial Entry Condition

Fig. 2. Heading error corridor with various width factors.

The initial condition for the entry flight is shown in
Table I. The terminal altitude and velocity are hf = 30 km
and vf = 2000 m/s, respectively. The maximum allowable
terminal heading error is 	ψ f = 5°. The target’s longitude
and latitude are θT = 59° and φT = 30°, respectively. The
radius of the terminal zone is sf = 100 km. The boundary
of the time error corridor in (22) is B1 = 1 s. The entry
path constraints are Qmax = 4 MW/m2, nmax = 3 g, and
q̄max = 60 kPa. The guidance cycle update time is 1 s, and
the corridor update time is 10 s. Parameters used for the
heading error corridor are v1 = 1600 m/s and η = 0.8.
The fractional-order corridor with various width factors
is illustrated in Fig. 2. For each value of k, the corridor
boundary is found to decrease with the velocity and close
up at a velocity lower than vf.

B. Nominal Case

In the nominal case, the minimum and maximum ter-
minal time is t∗

min = 1530 s and t∗
max = 1694 s, respectively.

Set 	Dmax = -	Lmin = 25%. Then, the feasibility index
for the terminal time is shown in Fig. 3. The maximum
index is 0.5, which is achieved in the time interval [1541 s,
1584 s]. According to (32), the desired terminal time is
1584 s. With tf = 1584 s as the terminal time constraint,
the entry trajectory is flown using the proposed guidance
method. Fig. 4(a) illustrates the altitude-velocity profile.
The terminal altitude and velocity errors are 0.08 km and
2.07 m/s, respectively. Fig. 4(b) shows the ground track
of the entry trajectory, which finally reaches the terminal
zone. The heading error is shown in Fig. 4(c) together with
the corridor (outer corridor). The fractional-order heading

Fig. 3. Feasibility index of terminal time.

TABLE II
Terminal Errors in Dispersed Cases

corridor is found to be effective in controlling the heading
error whose terminal value is −1.91°. Since no dispersion is
considered, the modification of the corridor is not performed
during the flight. The corresponding guidance commands
of the bank angle and the angle of attack are shown in
Fig. 4(d). Four bank reversals are performed under the
lateral guidance logic based on the double-corridor.

C. Dispersed Cases

The initial dispersions and aerodynamic uncertainties
are considered using the Monte Carlo simulations with
500 runs. Fig. 5 shows the ground tracks that disperse
widely during the flight but all reach the terminal zone. The
heading errors are illustrated in Fig. 6. The corridors limit
the heading error, and meanwhile, are adjusted to control the
terminal time. The terminal errors of the proposed guidance
method are shown in Table II. The standard deviations
of the altitude and velocity are 0.17 km and 9.68 m/s,
respectively. The terminal heading angle and time, which
are controlled by the double-corridor, do not follow the
Gaussian distribution. Nevertheless, the heading errors are
within ± 5°, and the time errors are within ± 5 s. Therefore,
the proposed guidance method is demonstrated to be robust
to entry dispersions.

The simulations in this article are conducted using MAT-
LAB R2013b on a PC with 2 GHz CPU. The computation
time (measured by the “tic-toc” function) taken by the guid-
ance method in each cycle is recorded. The result for one
of the 500 entry flights is illustrated in Fig. 7. A relatively
high computation time is used for the trajectory prediction
in every ten guidance cycles where the corridor update is
required, especially for the cases where the outer corridor
needs to be adjusted and the trajectories are predicted twice.
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Fig. 4. Simulation results in nominal case. (a) Altitude-velocity. (b) Ground track. (c) Heading error. (d) Guidance command.

Fig. 5. Ground tracks in dispersed cases.

The mean and maximum computation time for the guidance
commands are only 0.02 s and 0.57 s, respectively. The
result indicate that the proposed guidance method has a
good computational performance for the entry vehicle with
the guidance cycle update time being 1 s. The terminal time
error and the heading error under the double-corridor are
shown in Fig. 8. The initial time error is caused by the initial
position dispersions and successfully eliminated after few
modification cycles of the heading error corridor. Since the
aerodynamic dispersions exist, the adjustment of heading
error corridor is still conducted during the following flight
when the error exceeds the time error corridor boundary.

Fig. 6. Heading errors in dispersed cases.

D. Comparison of Guidance Methods

To verify the advantage of the proposed lateral guidance
method, a comparative testing is conducted. The compari-
son considers three lateral guidance methods as follows:

Method 1: Use a fixed heading error corridor whose
boundary is determined in the nominal case.

Method 2: Use an adjustable heading error corridor and
an open-loop trajectory predictor for the terminal
time.

Method 3 (Proposed method): Use an adjustable head-
ing error corridor and a closed-loop trajectory pre-
dictor for the terminal time.
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Fig. 7. Computational cost for the proposed guidance method.

Fig. 8. Terminal time error and heading error under double-corridor.

Methods 1 and 2 are both verified in the 500 dispersed
cases that are used in Section IV-C for Method 3. Errors
of the terminal time and the heading angle are shown in
Fig. 9. Method 1 using the fixed corridor performs well in
controlling the heading error. However, without the corridor
modification for the terminal time, the maximum time error
is over 40 s. Method 2 can adjust the corridor boundary,
but the adjustment is based on an open-loop predictor. As a
result, the terminal time error cannot be accurately predicted
and eliminated. Moreover, the unreasonable adjustment of
the corridor causes large heading errors in some cases. In
contrast, the proposed method, i.e., Method 3, is capable
of reducing the time error without increasing the heading
error. Therefore, the comparison indicates the advantage
of the proposed method using the adjustable heading error
corridor and the closed-loop trajectory predictor.

E. Variation With Desired Terminal Time

The proposed guidance method is verified for various
desired terminal time. In addition to the case of 1584 s,

Fig. 9. Terminal time error and heading error in dispersed cases.

Fig. 10. Ground tracks for various tf.

another three cases with the terminal time being 1530 s
(the minimum time), 1612 s (average time), and 1694 s (the
maximum time) are considered. The ground tracks for the
four cases are illustrated in Fig. 10. The vehicle’s lateral
maneuver is demonstrated to increase with the terminal
time. Fig. 11 compares the heading errors and the corridors
of the cases. For the smallest terminal time tf = 1530 s,
the corridor decreases obviously in the early phase with
high velocity. Under the narrow corridor, 14 bank reversals
are performed. For tf = 1612 s corresponding to the average
feasible time, the corridor is relatively wide and causes only
three bank reversals. For tf = 1694 s, which is the maximum
feasible time, the widest corridor is used. Although the
heading error satisfies the terminal constraint, the corridor
hardly works and the heading angle is likely to be out of
control when dispersions exist.

Monte Carlo simulations under the same dispersions are
conducted for tf = 1612 s, and compared with the results
for tf = 1584 s. The accuracy of the terminal altitude and
velocity does not vary much for these two cases, because
the same longitudinal tracking law is employed. The main
difference is the control accuracy of the terminal time.
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Fig. 11. Heading errors for various tf. (a) t f = 1530 s. (b) t f = 1584 s. (c) t f = 1612 s. (d) t f = 1694 s.

Fig. 12. Terminal time errors for tf = 1584 s and tf = 1612 s in
dispersed cases.

The terminal time errors (absolute value) are compared
in Fig. 12. The terminal time tf = 1584 s yields a 98.4%
rate for the time error lower than 1 s. However, for the
terminal time tf = 1612 s, the rate reduces to 76.4%, which
indicates the advantage of the desired terminal time given
by (32). Consider a larger acceptable time error of 5 s,
the rate for tf = 1584 s and tf = 1612 s reaches to 100%
and 98.0%, respectively. Apart from the advantage of the
desired terminal time, the effectiveness of the proposed
lateral guidance logic is demonstrated again.

V. CONCLUSION

To fulfill the requirement of the cooperative gliding
flight of multiple entry vehicles, a lateral entry guidance

method with the terminal time constraint has been pro-
posed. The guidance method consists of a closed-loop
trajectory predictor, a novel lateral guidance logic based
on a double-corridor, and a terminal time determination
approach based on a feasibility index. The simulation results
demonstrate that the lateral guidance logic cooperates well
with the longitudinal profile tracking law. A high accuracy
is achieved by the terminal time control without reducing
the accuracy of the conventional terms (i.e., the terminal
altitude, velocity, and heading angle). The computational
performance is acceptable because the corridor allows a
low modification rate and each modification needs only two
predicted trajectories. The variation with the desired termi-
nal time is assessed; the results indicate that the proposed
method is applicable to various desired terminal time, and
the time given by the feasibility index is more achievable in
dispersed cases.
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